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Welcome!

If you’re visiting this module, then you are probably interested in taking the Backbase FE
Certification Level 1 Exam. In order to help you prepare for the exam, we’ve prepared this
study guide, which will walk you through the concepts that will be tested and the material you
can review regarding these topics.

What Does “Level 1” Exam Mean?

Academy is in the process of creating a tiered evaluation process for all disciplines, and this is
the first exam to use this methodology. In general, “Level 1” tests are meant for those who have
recently completed their onboarding process and/or finished the initial learning paths for their
respective disciplines in Backbase Learn.

For developers, “Level 1” tests will focus on:

● An understanding of the Backbase Product as a whole (even outside your discipline)
● The ability to “Adopt” the product as defined within your discipline
● An awareness of some common approaches for extending, building, and deploying your

discipline’s code

Exams for Levels 2+ will focus on advanced product features, actual project implementations,
and providing direction for your team.  These exams are still in development and will be
announced when ready.

What Are the Prerequisites for the FE Exam?

Backbase FE Developers are expected to understand industry-standard Angular development,
and should therefore be able to answer questions regarding:

● Angular
● Typescript / ES6
● RXJS
● CSS / SASS / Bootstrap

However, all questions regarding these topics will be asked in terms of how Backbase uses
them and the best practices we promote, which are covered in our FE Learning Path. You do
not need to expect technology-specific questions.
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What Courses Should I Review?

All FE Level 1 Certification exam questions are covered as part of the courses included in our
FE Learning Path. Below are the courses we will specifically test you on, and what you need to
know about them:

1. Backbase Essentials (Backbase 101, Project 101, Product 101, and Architecture
101)

An understanding of the concepts covered in our “101” courses is vital to passing this
exam, as it will test your knowledge of the Backbase product as a whole and your ability
as a FE to work within it. We will be asking questions about topics that fall outside FE
development, but only as they are covered in these classes. For developers, the
Architecture 101 course should be considered a priority to review.

2. FE Essentials for Journeys (Adopt)

Adopting the Backbase Product is one of the driving philosophies behind our
implementations, so expect questions regarding the following concepts (which are
covered in this training):

○ Adopting and configuring Retail Journeys
○ Understanding Backbase app dependencies
○ Scaffolding new banking apps
○ Implementing Login functionality
○ Using the API Sandbox
○ Available resources and documentation to assist FE development

3. Using the Backbase Design System for FE

We will be testing you on how theming is provided for our banking apps, how you can
customize it, and the resources provided to you in the Backbase Design System

4. FE Essentials for Journeys (Extend and Build)

Finally, we will be testing you on your awareness of how the product can be extended,
and how custom solutions can be built.  As these are topics that will be evaluated further
in our Levels 2+ exams, we will only quiz you on the concepts covered in this training,
including:
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○ What it currently means to “Extend” a FE banking Journey
○ How to scaffold new Journeys and make them configurable
○ Creating new data modules from OpenAPI specifications
○ How Backbase uses Docker to deploy and configure FE apps

What Courses Are NOT Covered in This Exam?

The FE Learning Path includes some material that will be assessed in the Levels 2+ exams, and
are therefore not required to review for this exam

● Backbase Flow for FE

Understanding of Flow is not considered a Level 1 skill, so you do not need to review this
course. You WILL, however, be asked some general questions about the Digital Sales
product, so again, please review anything covered regarding this in our 101 courses.

● Customizing the Identity Admin

This is considered an optional skill required only as needed on projects, and therefore
will not be tested on in this exam.

Additional Materials:

Below are some additional resources to study if you wish to prepare even more. Keep in mind
that these materials are discussed as part of the FE Learning path, so if you have followed it,
you should already be aware of them:

● The Golden Sample App
● Developer Hub - Foundation-Ang Documentation
● Backbase Community - Retail App Documentation

Exam details:

There are in total 70 questions in the certification exam, you will have 60 minutes to complete it.
The pass rate of the exam is 70%, which means at least 49 questions need to be answered
correctly.
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